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TASTE OF TILR
Grab some delicious eats, start the
conversation, and hire with ease.
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TALK TO THE BRAND
In today’s digitally connected world,
it’s all about sources we can trust
and peer-to-peer recommendations.
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TAKE 10 WITH TILR
With each podcast episode being
only 10 minutes long, businesses
across various sectors are invited to
“take 10 with tilr.”

05

TO THE TEST AND
BEYOND
“We Know Where You Should Work
Based on Your Favorite Office
Snacks.”

TASTE OF TILR
networking event

It’s not your typical networking event filled

and the job search process. Current clients

with speeches, light refreshments, and

are also encouraged to share highlights

business cards; it’s an inside look into tilr

and inspiring anecdotes.

and all of its unique opportunities.
Whether you're a business owner needing

With “heavy” hors d'oeuvres provided by

additional staff or a worker looking for a

local restaurants, tilr can then demonstrate

career change, this event provides the

how it has previously assisted small

chance for people of all backgrounds to

businesses, especially those in the vertical

learn each other’s stories and connect.

of restaurants and events.

Attendees are invited to hear more about

So grab some delicious eats, start the

how the company is quickly changing the

conversation, and hire with ease.

way various industries view recruitment

TALK TO THE BRAND
ambassador program
As one of the most powerful tools used to

power and vision of tilr.

market brands today, word of mouth is the
cost-effective solution that builds trust

tilr ambassadors add support for the

among small businesses, job searchers, and

company, as they volunteer time to

more. In today’s digitally connected world,

champion a brand and company they love.

it’s all about sources we can trust and peer-

Comprising of both previous users of the

to-peer recommendations.

app and those excited to learn more about
the service, this method of outreach

Introducing tilr ambassadors, an ambitious

ultimately exposes the brand to multiple

group of individuals prepared to share the

social circles and networks. From sharing

...IT'S ALL ABOUT SOURCES WE TRUST.

information to directly solving problems,
tilr ambassadors are here to positively
engage with current and potential users.
In exchange for their efforts, tilr
ambassadors are given tilr merchandise
and additional swag that will then be used
to indirectly promote the company.

TAKE 10 WITH TILR
podcast

Enter the podcast – an type of media

With each podcast episode being only 10

emerging among the masses. Aimed at

minutes long, businesses across various

tech-savvy individuals with on-the-go

sectors – logistics, manufacturing, customer

lifestyles, this type of on-demand content

service, and more – are invited to “take 10

is quickly attracting users of all ages.

with tilr.”

Edison Research recently reported that the
use of podcasts is on the rise with a
growing number of the US population
tuning in monthly.
By telling engaging stories of small
businesses who have partnered with tilr,

ages 35-45

44%

the company can share success

33%

stories, along with any tips and tricks from
the industry. In contrast to reading
traditional social media posts, the addition

ages 18-34

of human voices allow for more
authenticity.
Edison Research. "The Podcast Consumer." 2017.

TO THE TEST AND
BEYOND
interactive content
Adding an interactive element allows us to

Through these small personality

diversify how information is communicated

assessments and knowledge quizzes, tilr

to the right users. By integrating short

can continue to share industry insights and

quizzes throughout the website and

encourage users to post their results on

related sites, individuals have the chance

social networking sites. In addition, data

to test their knowledge, while also have fun

received from users can be leveraged to

discovering new sides of themselves.

build more content in the forms of blog
posts, videos, infographics, and more.

Potential quizzes may include “What Type
of Work Environment Fits Your Aesthetic,”

Static marketing is gradually becoming a

“Which Fictional Startup Are You Most

thing of the past – let’s engage our

Like,” and “We Know Where You Should

audience with dynamic and meaningful

Work Based on Your Favorite Office

content.

Snacks.”

